Abstract. We study the behavior of heuristics based on the LP relaxation with respect to the underlying constraindness of the problem. Our study focuses on the Latin square (or quasigroup) completion prob-
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of a new area involving hybrid solvers integrating CP-and OR-based methods. OR has a long and rich history of using Linear Programming (LP) based relaxations for (Mixed) Integer Programming problems. In this approach, the LP relaxation provides bounds on overall solution quality and can be used for pruning in a branch-and-bound approach. This is particularly true in domains where we have a combination of linear constraints, well-suited for linear programming (LP) formulations, and discrete constraints, suited for constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) formulations. Nevertheless, in a purely combinatorial setting, so far it has been surprisingly difficult to integrate LP-based and CSP-based techniques. For example, despite significant LP results for Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problems (see e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] ), practical state-of-the-art solvers do not yet incorporate LP relaxation techniques.
We examine the quality of the guidance provided by the LP relaxation as a function of the structure of the problem, i.e., we attempt to characterize the performance of LP heuristics across different constraindness regions in the search space.
The problem used for our study is the Latin square completion problem. A Latin square is an n by n matrix, where each cell has one of n symbols (or colors), such that each symbol occurs exactly once in each row and column. Given a partial coloring of the n by n cells of a Latin square, determining whether there is a valid completion into a full Latin square is an NP-complete problem [6] . The underlying structure of this problem is similar to that found in a series of realworld applications, such as timetabling, experimental design, and fiber optics routing problems [7, 8] .
We start by considering the LP assignment formulation [8] . In this formulation, we have n 3 variables, some of them with pre-assigned values. Each variable, x ijk (i, j, k = 1, 2 . . . , n), is a 0/1 variable that takes the value 1 if cell (i, j) is colored with color k. The objective function is to maximize the total number of colored cells in the Latin square:
A natural bound for the objective function is therefore the number of cells in the Latin squares, i.e., n 2 . In the LP relaxation, we relax the constraint that the variables have to be integer, and therefore each variable can take its value in the interval [0, 1].
We consider a variant of the problem of completing Latin squares, referred to as Latin squares (or quasigroup) with holes. In this variant, we start out with a full (valid) Latin square and we randomly "erase" some of the entries (cells). We refer to the erased cells as "holes". Since we started with a full Latin square, we know the instance obtained by erasing certain cells is completable. Figure 1 (top) depicts the "easy-hard-easy" pattern in complexity for the Latin Square Completion problem. The x-axis corresponds to the holes density 2 . The y-axis represents the average number of backtracks needed to solve an instance having a particular hole density 3 . The left hand side of the plot corresponds to a small number of holes (i.e., many pre-assigned cells), hence the problem is over-constrained. This is an "easy" region, since the solver only needs to color a few holes, and the options available are straight forward. In the right hand side of the plot the number of holes is large (few pre-assigned cells), therefore the problem is under-constrained. Since there are many color options for each hole, this is also an "easy" region for a solver, as the number of solutions is large. The region in the middle corresponds to the critically constrained region: the options for each hole are too many for the solver to be quickly guided to a solution (as is the case in the over-constrained region) and too few to permit almost any assignment to lead to a solution (as in the under-constrained region). This is the area where the cost in complexity peaks, as wrong branching decisions tend to be very expensive (i.e., they direct the search to a large inconsistent subtree). The number of backtracks required to solve these instances is high, correlated with the inherent hardness of the instances. Figure 1 (bottom) plots the phase transition in the solution integrality of the LP relaxation based on the assignment formulation. The y-axis represents 2 The density of holes is Number of Holes/n 1.55 . Note that if the denominator were n 2 , we could talk about percentage of holes, however the complexity curves would not peak at the same ratio. As shown in [9] , the complexity curves align when using n 1.55 as the denominator. 3 Each data point in this plot was generated by computing the median number of backtracks for 100 instances with that particular hole density. the average maximum value of the LP relaxation (i.e., for each hole we consider the highest value returned by the relaxation). Each data point corresponds to the average over 100 instances for that particular hole density. In the underconstrained region (the left hand side of the plot) this average is close to 1, since most holes only have one coloring option. In the critically constrained region (around 1.5 in hole density), we observe a sudden drop in the integrality of the relaxation, reaching 0.5 for instances corresponding to the peak in complexity. As the hole density increases, the values become very fractional, capturing the fact that there are several ways to complete to partial Latin square (i.e., several coloring options for each hole).
To address our research goal, i.e., to characterize the performance of LP heuristics across different constraindness regions, we performed the following experiment:
-formulate the problem as an LP, -relax the integrality constraint of the variables, -solve the relaxation (we used ILOG Solver libraries [10] ) -set the x highest values suggested by the LP relaxation (we varied x between 1 and 5% of the variables, eliminating obvious conflicts), -check if the resulting instance is still completable (using a complete solver).
In the first round of experiments, we solved the linear relaxation only once and used the results to set the x highest values suggested by the relaxation (after coloring a hole we perform forward check, i.e., we remove that color from the options available for the current row and column): Algorithm 1 Set x highest values suggested by LP relaxation Input: an order n PLS. Solve for the assignment LP solution S Repeat x times:
Find max S ijk such that (i, j) is an uncolored cell. Set colorij ← k. Invalidate color k for row i and column j:
Output: resulting PLS.
Then, a complete solver checks if there exists a coloring for the resulting partial Latin square (PLS). Since the problem we are considering is the Latin square with holes, we know a priori that the instance we started out with is completable. So checking LP's guidance abilities is equivalent with checking whether the PLS output by the above algorithm is still completable. Figure 2 displays the percentage of satisfiable instances after setting one hole (left) and after setting 5% of the holes (right), based on the highest value of the LP relaxation (assignment formulation) against the purely random strategy (we randomly select a hole and randomly assign a color). As expected, the percentage of satisfiable instances when using the LP guidance is clearly higher than when using a random strategy, across all constraindness regions.
It is worth noting that, even in the case when we only set one hole, in the critically constrained region, the choice suggested by the LP relaxation sometimes leads to an uncompletable PLS (i.e., it is a mistake). As the maximum values of the LP relaxation in this region are around 0.5 it is very easy to make a branching mistake (i.e., to focus on a region of the search space with no solutions).
Interestingly, most of the instances in the over-4 and under-constrained area remained completable after the setting dictated by the LP relaxation. This suggests that despite the fact that the LP relaxation values are quite fractional in the under-constrained area, the LP still provides global information that captures the multitude of solutions in the under-constrained area. In contrast, in the critically constrained area, the percentage of completable instances drops dramatically, as we set more and more variables based on the LP relaxation. For the 5% case (Figure 2 right) , the performance gain against the purely random strategy is not that obvious (understandably so, considering that we set 5% of the holes at once -that is 45 holes for an order 30 PLS).
However, LP's guidance was almost flawless in the case where we were only setting one hole. Could we improve the percentage of instances that remain completable by setting just one hole at a time? To answer this question we solved an LP relaxation at each step, and chose the highest value suggested by this relaxation: Algorithm 2 Solve LP at each step Input: an order n PLS. Repeat x times:
Solve for the assignment LP solution S Find max S ijk such that (i, j) is an uncolored cell. Set colorij ← k. Invalidate color k for row i and column j:
The results are indeed very similar to the ones from Figure 2 (a), as the instances remain completable almost across the board (Figure 3 (b) ). The heuristic consistently drives the search towards the (possibly unique) solution in the over-constrained region and towards one of the (possibly many) solutions in the under-constrained region. Once again, we remark the critically constrained region, where a dramatic drop in the percentage of instances that remain satisfiable occurs, perfectly aligned with the peak in complexity (corresponding to a phase transition phenomenon with respect to the integrality of the LP relaxation [11] ).
In summary, our work characterizes the behavior of LP-based heuristics with respect to the constraindness of the problem. We found that outside the critically constrained problem regions the LP relaxation provides good guidance. However, on critically constrained problems, even when just one cell is colored, we see that the relaxation starts making some mistakes. When setting 5% of the cells based on the LP relaxation, the error rate becomes substantial in the critical area. When the LP relaxation is solved every time a hole is colored, the performance improves significantly, suggesting that the instances in this region are indeed hard, but carefully designed "one step at a time" LP-based heuristics could provide suitable guidance. The occasional flaws in the critically constrained area could be overcome by combining LP heuristics with a randomized restart strategy to recover from potential incorrect settings at the top of the search tree.
